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Since its o Paris in  19!;'3> L Bee  ett's 
-aitiiir;  for  Godot  has  received   the  i on  of  numerous 
critics who   v v       tt yze this tic 
Ho c •.::    ' r  sure     .   b   jouot  :' out;  nevertheless, 
eacii critic who wr: i bout      i a ssj i 
convinc La  5   t   rpr  tation is correct. 
o .  .      light  on critic! 1  inter- 
ns of .<:.iv'..... for Godot,  whlc        c of its com- 
xity,  can  support most c Lver     ttly contradictory 
jrpretations writt t  it. 
: nc  usions to be     ■ wn are  thi t . eckett preaches 
ne: Chris   ' ' Anti-Cb   LstJ   n    octrine  in Waiting 
for Godot, t  c pli each or any- 
t ing,   but inst(       presents  ..   '     ice of    s; 3  ic     .:     '   of 
fodot is closer to Jun   'a  sti te 
•;, Lwayi   h      c  i: ■ .' ous   £"« eling!   t   in it is to 
else,     tilth religii    i     yths , 11 
..•j.j     . utterly useless,  twenti* ;J   c ces   b 
void      Lt    ' .,   a  vol..   ere   . ' ch 
science,   philosop   y,   ec ' !8     ave L< 11. 
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Samuel   leckett's Waiting for Godotf ope: Paris 
in 1953,  was the     !   ywrj   tit,  Jen  fcnouilh,  as 
a  ": :.        piece  t 111 cause ir for men in general 
and for playwrights In particul r."1    In  ,dditicn he de- 
c'L: roc; that the openln    :.'   ' t  of Waiting for Godot was as 
pcrtant as the opening of Pirandello's S££ C. - rj ctors 
in ^-carcii c£ an Author in I923.2    Since its perform -cos 
in Miami  and New York  in 1956,   the generally    ccepted opin- 
ion is th t Godot is a   el  ssic.     Ruby Conn,  in  the intro- 
ction  to her Case/pool: on  Jaitin;; for Godot,   notes   that 
according to figures,  not only is the  p]   y   1 cli ssic,  but 
one which p radoxlc  lly for our tJ s  solu well.- 
;. rtin Bsslin echoes Conn's opinion saying that Godot is 
si fely established contemporary classic. h 
Critic;,! position on Waiting for Godot is not so easy 
to define 1 s far us a  generally accepted interpretation is 
^■Jc.-.n Anouilh. "Godot or the Music   lall Sketch of 
P- seal's Pense'es as Played by the  Fratellini Clowns," 
Casebooh on Waiting for, Godot,   ed.   Ruby Colin   (.lev Yorl , 
1967), P.  12. 
2Ibid.,   P.   13. 
2  uby Conn, Casebool.  on  ..aitinr for Godot   (Kew Yorh, 
1967).   D.  7.     "...Waiting for Godot has sold nearly 50,000 
conies in the original French,   and nearly 3?0,0U0 copies 
in    . ■    tt's own English translation." 
** artin Bsslin, Sapucl ^echett,   (Bnglewood Cliffs, 
1965),  P. 1. 
concerned.     It  has  bean   In     .    r Lilistic,   Anti- 
-•   Llistic,  Christ!   .,  Anti-G   ristij   .,    Scistential, 
-  - • . tial,   i -■ •-■   ;'       countered 
Lv ir      tly contradictors  Interpretations.       un    -   r .... 
proclaims ths ; -'■'   cv' 
• .     Hit;    b<    be nihilistic eve:; in th    fac    of utter hope- 
..:.:.5    Incontr     Lction to this, r       I'ellwarth be- 
] •   -;   . ;,"    ckett •   Scho er loo] 
■   Lst    .        1 stzsche  111 e vout   beli< ver." '   i tates 
,.,..-,        c  see signs of Lanity or coi - 
n 
■ ckett are  s-   '■ not        re.       Chrli - 
■    lit- is      ■   tisel;   • -.   S.     :\ ; »a  see.     3e  s    i 
.   .  :     ■,...      .,    . i y  is   .; that it  "is  B 
lern morality play, on pen I   Christ     i 
P ser : ist s tare rfellvarth's indictnu  t   rttn   t.  L.   Francis 
.i. c   Rej     ..ho sec compassion—". Lr'sand    tetra- 
gon's feelings ch other—as swer the 
tenders.        ■    cis writes,   "Via   li ir  an v.  ■■■-       '      ■"•■ 
?Gunther Anders,   "Being   ttthou       '   el     On    ecketfs F    y, 
Waiting  ror Goeot,"    .^        . £ett,       .   I   rt  slin 
(feiglewood Cliffs,   19657,  P-   l^1"* 
'   .     •       ...    fell 1 .rth.   xhe  ^aeatre  oT  Frowst  ;ii_ £aj»- 
ox (New   Cork,  1961*),  p. "«•• 
7Ibid. ,   p•   51 • 
sebook on Waiting 8G.  s.   eraser,   "Waiting. £g£ fiodfii.» fiaiflbSflk S& J 
•c    Godot,  ed.   RubyCohn Cev;   :ork,   1967),   PP-  133"3^- 
a   self-centered  preoccupation toward an acknowledgment of 
the   self's  commitment  to a community of  other  selves and 
9 
its  limits and  responsibilities,"    while  Reid concludes 
that what we  see  in the play is not nihilism,   but profound 
humanity. 
On the  side of those who   see Godot as an exponent  of 
existential philosophy is Catherine Hughes,  who   gays that 
Beckett  is not too original in  thought  because he echoes 
Camus and  tJartre  "ad nauseum." Edith Kern and   ..ellwarth 
refute her   statement;   Kern claims  that  Beckett's  existen- 
tialism is Ileideggerian, not Bartrean,      while Wellwarth 
negates Beckett's adherence to the philosophy of Camus  be- 
cause he   says Beckett does not accept Being in any form as 
better than non-being. 13 
These  critical opinions,   exemplary of the  current views 
of Waiting for Godott   point up  the complexity of a  play 
9Richard Lee Francis,  "Beckett's Metaphysical Tragi- 
comedy," Kodern  Drama,   III   (December,   1965)?   2©*f. 
10Alec  Reid,   "Beckett and   the  Drama  of Unknowing," 
Drama  Survey.   II   (October,   1962),   137. 
^Catherine Hughes,   "Beckett and the Game of Life," 
The Catholic V.'orld.  CLXXXXV   (June,   1962),   I63. 
12Edith Kern,   "Drama Strinped for Inaction:     Beckett's 
Godot," Yale  French Studies.  XVIII   (Winter,   1901-55)1  *7« 
She writes,   "Unlike Sartre,   Beckett's characters are never 
'on  situation' They do not  play a part either in good 
faith or  in bad." 
13 
university 
G. 2. ..ellwarth. "Life in the Void: Samuel Beckett." 
sity of Kansas City Review. XXVII (Autumn, 1961), 33» 
which e!  •  support most of .    Most,  not all,   because       •■;" 
of those writers who use the ten s,  nihilism    nd  exist ntii L- 
La   ,   :'  il    ither to i     'in    | -ccisely   rhat  they mean,   or in 
so       !   ses,  to  support their conclusions textual 
j do not  propose to offer     ,     inal solution to the 
ling  o ' Waiting for Godot.     : :   pur    s    will be to exai ine 
critic:.! inter s c VI     Lmir-Estr    on ]   ir,   tic 
Pozzo-Lucky pair,  an. theme of th       lay.     I will show 
that none of the critics ii vc  distinguished  bet. fladi- 
., an      ;stra   on as ^r as myt   Lc       rit  ge is cone   ? ied, 
.  an   feel th b   A :    st<        for all        .     Cities fail 
to  :   .       -    t  because Vladimir  acts v ihristian 
myth,    .-     istr< . ::    <*fically 
. all ..   ose  heritage is that of   - ■ - civilization, 
an< • ■ heritj ges cons. /    ■-     «   • 
Pozzo-Lucky ca not be r       .- -  to one Interpre- 
ts,  Pozzo ma; ;edasas:      >1      r economics 
■ ;,        a subjugateu art   m   Philosophy,   C Lch Lucky 
stands.     LS such, 1    ;       coi ■   stat    ents of      rt of  t LS 
.    SOn VI     " stra    n   fj       '   -   on a darkling 
■   ta.    Lucky  provJ Les In his tin   o,    rhic    most critics 
Lf yoid    rit .■    .        0  the  failure   of art,   philosophy, 
economics,  Lucky        1 failure of sc    ntific 
thought—despite scienti '   s       ■   ices, man "wastes 1 
i     :,."     this  is  the hey   to the  play. 
Waiting ^JT Godot is a   'slice of    syc ilc   life'   of 
twentJ   th  century nan.     It  i - presents what is,  not 
.  i       -t  to he.     rhls  is w -     ;   is  frightening to 
'-■   t  is   is   : r- it is  misunderstood.     It  .        -   that 
.   never   been able  to   race     hat ]       Ls,  an     t th 
century man is  even less    tbl<   to  i a  so,   bee Ls   scien- 
Lfic knowledge, which he so prizes,  hi s ironic  lly  led to 
gresslon or his hu an und< rsti   i  ::.    , 
to his contentment. c    not un erst, id why he   ' 11s to 
an  i( entityj  why his lif     Li Less;   why he hurts. 
'ault i    wi1   ' .,   but be will continue  to   'blame  on bis 
s      e   fault of .;ic   "eet,« i.e.,  to bl   i<   on  ■ .. Is 
.'   lit   c     the internal. 
odot is closer to a Jungian st! nt than to any- 
else.        It is an inevitable s<   ■■■   ce to    rnol   '. 
teteenth centur;   vision of man's  b< life on 
;..i:;       plain,    n    tc   Stoat's  subsequent question,   " ...    what 
rough beast,  its hour come round at last,/ Slouches  to- 
wards    ethlehem to bo born?"1* •■  Bstragon wait 
on that darkling plain,   and : r.   Godot,  who may or may not 
1^C.   :;-. Jung,  ho--or- ]_±i in Search o£ a. ^o'3.1  (::cv; *ork, 
1913)    P«   l*tO«    "••••  -Che h-- an psyche from time immemorial 
as been shot t  r r •'-"• feeld '   eas. 
over cannot  see thi s aspect  of   I L«       an  psyche is 
blind...."     It  is interesting to note th t  Pozzo i oes not 
see it — he is blind to this    " ;uratively in Act I,  and 
literally  blind in Act  II w has ironically gained  see 
Insight into human existence,  though he is  still blind to 
this act of the human psyche. 
- '■'  .     .  Yeats,   ;l 'he -econ'    Joi in  ,;' Selected Poems _nd 
.-,;0 Fi: ys   of.
-  ..dllia:: .hutlcr Yeats,   cd.   I'.   L.   ha.-.aithal   (Hew 
York,~196277 P-   91. 
come,   is not  God—he  is  SC     thlJ H     — - ' 
s^ii rait  b< c. use there is nothj lse  to 
fill -•        our need creates. 
Probably the most inane interpr Vlad: 
s^.,. ;•;        •     ■ re's   ,sychological interpretation 
of -■    icknames,     Ldj -•     It  is offers 
solutely no h • 
.           ,      p          . c   up:      Lsr Lnisc  at  of   the 
ate.     ■ Lmir is i   n   - intellectual,  while 
on is concern ■    arily wj ;    -            •       •      '   ore 
wri     s that    :   l»i        «   wit o '    '    :: ":  •"'"    -"U°' 
why consj     r it «     I    says   ic o is "ego." ' 
■  ore must      rform so       '  tic;    footworl ' Lt  is 
obvious in the  .lay that 71s   1 ir /"     |7  i» not    riv.       y 
e    rinciple.     I    L.                 '   *1        I      «    '   is 
. a escapist-po t ■   n  ,    o   >, 
whe obviously is        •     ■• the   id.      ut okore ,     ,   they 
lt on each other t«   make a whole being,   bhere- 
.     i0go  lacks a veil-v     .         ego,    i V i     '        "'  1- 
oped id,  an.   the   reverse is tr I  1, '    '    ld 
1 ..    ,hole.     .    uch    ore logical inter- 
16   er    ..       ukore)   ,.;.,o,    »idi, the Absent Godot," 
. 6    .:_--_,   I   (inter,   1962),   203- 
17Ibid. 
-■-'rotation of  their nickn    es is      :   rent.     Che  r« ion 
of  ■   i    syllable fro-    t .    ■■:• ? r. Hols   bhe   repetition 
.::,    .  rds, cuicn of c ma.    Everything is 
■ I 1  ssly.     Li] 's i Act II, 
echo in voj     on     s un  —over:   t iu!   t i 
mes   • rallel the circ ■ • • 
More P, .-, ukore's   psychologica]        Q sties 
Li   that the repeated  syila >les each of theii es is coi - 
:•      of,  Gc  • ...     i,     ut  toge ,     • c .o or Godot.     In 
r  ct,  Pozzo cc-.es close to c Godot Gc   i,   w 
i '■ — t?    ;;o^in?        **■ 
.,  who,li] ore,  takes a    sychologici L re  ch 
to the play,   s :-      -    I     ■   in     Istragon's c llin    t   - other 
o dldish nic: ..   c.-s is ■.       ■• • ' :-    '■ ■• 
ts.19    She  :-  ,s  bhat  their relation- 
:   Lp is sy tbiotic—that the;   i re like   in ol      i rri- 
. to   s,      -'    ■       Ut never do. 
Vladimir*    I didn't  get up c :     ht, not once! 
:     (. ).      : -   ■     ,   ■    i eiterwhen I 
■   not there. 
7h    ■       : Lss u...    ■       b  the  s I 
jr.     Isn't that i   queer tgt... 
oni ;,v'? 
l&Samuel Beckett,  Halting for Gc^„ (     w    or  ,  19^+), 
p.   19.   ' ':,:'-"•: m refer  t -out 
■ . ic r. 
!9 Eva Metman. "Reflections on Samuel Beckett«s Plays," 
Journal of Analytic Pavehology. V (January, 19«0), h>. 
8 
Vladimiri    How?....(joyous). r    you are again... 
(indifferently.)     Chere we arc again... 
(gloomy.)    Ihere I ai   again. 
Estragoni see,  you feel worse  when I*i   with you. 
I   .'e  1  better alone   too. 
.'■•   limirj     (piqued). o you com*   cr wlJ 
el ? ?0 
;• . • i  on:     I uon' t know. 
• iss Ketman  fails to note that alt) on threatens 
to leave  sever i       ring th<       ay, hi i   not,    n<   it 
---;•   »nt that ho is more physicallj on  fladj   ; r 
D vice versa.     Vladimj      "eeds    istr    on    o    covers hli 
w   U     he  sleeps.     Their relationshj     is   lot  on    of love- 
concern—for  they vacillate   between   love  and   hate. 
.  reason they st; y   t    et ter is not only    tut i l i     endence, 
.      ■ ar of being alone,     rhe par     i     rfhich   '. lr rev,.,    i 
Ls   tin t  :.:::  . stragon make!     I       : re    ware he is 
■,1c. :.       ut       - t  h     ;...;■,   joyously,   t....re  you are,   indif- 
'er    tly,  there we are, gloomily, thsnn I 1A« 
thought of Estragon  throws him finally bad   on himself. 
can human relationships be made more  explicitly u  n- 
inglessl ' ct th t   >ein    to    t     M Lon    is 
Lstressingly evident in most of their attempts at conver- 
sation.      It  is  to  the .selves   that  they talk,   as  in  this 
ssage in which th« .      • scrJ >e  their own dead voices. 
20Ibid.     Miss  Ket     -   as misquoted twice in these 
•   es. ^Sorrect*   , 'rLV'O!! ^ ST -       -   ir is vexed, not   'piqued.'     (Beckett,   p.  38.J 
9 
on: .." 1 '        Vi ices. 
ladlmirs 1st   11 ' ■ 
istr : LI .    ves. 
ir: Li ■'■ ■   • 
.:     LJ ves. 21 
: iss Met    n says that VI •     ■'     Li] e 
.. • . c  11 clochards,   • whc  :. 
.,•     s    ..    who    . re once c .It. red an i e . »h<    r  - 
• 11s Via  imir's speech at the   .eginnin    of t e play when, 
in s   . ;,-,,   of      suicide .;..      ETC Lffel tower,  he 
says tl should 1 of   L1 ineties when 
the;/ -./ere respectable.       ow, he s     s,   bhe:   wc ad i't     ■ 
.    What s      fails        say is that V      I  ir    ad 
;str gon    re clochards s lally—their s] Lrits, 
souls,   - iew better times.     Via- U ■    re 
ssed as  bums  simply because this  is ext   ■ it   t    ; 
: internally.     - sert landsc       -     plain tree— 
. rors  externally the void   ..   thin them.     Certainly 
• llr lets us know in  th Ln    of  the   pla        *t 
...     e, 11 blame 
:.i   ,-/.:■   : -   .   -,    --   ■       -    -s 
23 
boots 'aults of his feet." ■ 
21 leckett,  p.  ^O. 
22: etman, p. ^« 
23Beckett,   p.   - • 
10 
Ed:  ih Jerome Ashmore  bo1     say that VI 
Istr    on  represent all Lty,  but        . n< 7 
ok 
. ,  nor do  th        istd       Lsh betveen     tern. '      In fact, 
25 
Kern   says  t re not  cl< '      ''"■''   "•' -Is. 
is     ppj r tit  that   b     re     r :teristic differe  ces 
tween th Lc    ...' LI        shovn.    One is        t Estra on is 
escapist,  •    ■"■    ';    lmir is clearly ;o facH lii   , 
.   .,  tc wait.    Still,   ■ •        •"■'   !a   lit as 
. iy  errors     a ' °* 
Gregory  says   Ln    Ls critical interpretation that 
"     o's memory,  iefectj re, fractional,  has hold only on 
the fact that be is w itini o o's one ;ive  gesture 
out of the  'Nays'  that surroun the str 
wait....They reject  suicide;   th    power to ■..-     ;    reserves 
, «26 
^TCern,  p. k3« 
.:•  ects of Godot." 
i -ore si ys  En b " 
.   i   r  time  or pla 
times and all place 
bols  of ir.en livj 
wit:. Kern  whe    sh 
distinguishable. 
interchi ngeable.. • 
them as  t       r    ctu - 
Jerome Ash ore,  "Philosophical 
a,      osium, XVI  (Winter,)  19o2),   29o. 
the drai        o« s not occur at    ny par- 
which is to  say it occur:; at all 
Li] • wiS( ,     characters are   s; 
anywhere at i iy tii e."    Ash ore    ^ccs 
calls then (Vladimir and  Bstragon)   in- 
twe   characters i re essentially 
A and B would  serve as well for... 
1 names...." p.   305  (Ashrcore). 
roV'-y;!Kot:; B A and B...in hi. 
rel Molloy." 
26Horace Gregory.  "Beckett's iiators, 
Zoyysm^a,   LXVII   (October,  1956),  91-92. 
II 
'ortunately,  Kr.     -     or;   h s not re      b .   carefully, 
for Estragon never rei        >rs for wh t he Is waiting. 
is   n   Limir who reminds bin the seven tj     s 
Bstri g n  s    ::ests they leave.     In Act I three 
the pattern of this i Laic ue Is re       ted. 
br  gom 
VladimirJ 
Est i 
Via Imj r! 
: ■.- snot. 
Insplrin       -os^ects. 
Let's   go. 
V/e can't. 
rfe're w iting for Got ot. 
•he  second time,  Bstr. gon has  forgotten who t • "he" is for 
...   wait. 
TXadH in    Let's wait    nd  see what he sa  s. 
Sstragon:    •■ho? 
Vladimirt     Godot. 28 
in Act II four times not only the pattern, but precisely 
words occur eac    ■ • 29 
Bstragoni    Let's go. 
Vladii Lri     fe can t. 
:        Siting ror ocot. 
ermore, Mr.  Gregory is wron      xnrt aogo's positive 
27seckett,  p. 10. 
28Ibid.,   p.   12. 
29IbiJ., pp. Mf, M-5,  50, 59. 
12 
■-,   since each time  suicide is  si        i       —at  the be- 
Lnj   of the  play, and at t ,   it is Estragon 
rings it up,  "What about hanging ourselves?"™   The e 
.    . brings us full circle,  as  Bstra  on  suggests on 
St e, 
tetragons i't we h n    ours        i ■ 
I can't go on like this, 
. ir:    That's whi t yen .31 
Clearly Mr.   Gregor; cot i   de ■    ction between 
i iir who ( res not suggest  suicide,      )es not for    t he 
.   waiting    or whom he i.   WJ r,     i    Estn     n who 
ioe!   ::     ;est it,  does forget his appointm nt with Godot, 
who esci rics throughout the  pla oev r        c n 
sleeping  on hi a  "i oun< . " 
Vladimiri    All right.     (Estragon sits down on the 
mound...Estragon falls asleep.)     Gogoj 
 }OgoJ GOGOJ     ,,._ ,.:_    ... wakes  vr^th 
a   start. 
tragonJ    (restor the horror of his situation) 
I was asleep*     ( lea        \       7i     ■  ." '■• 
u n v r  Let i   ■ J 
In sleep, tetragon    oea achieve     de i- t   th, and his mound 
to which he returns again   Jri again  ia a  return to the womb 
3°Ibid.,   p.   12. 
3^-ljbld., p.  61. 
32Ibid-,   P«   11- 
13 
of his pagan Mother-Earth.     ?he mound's shape suggests 
b  of   the   grave and wonb. 
Kenneth   - milton writes   that rtth<y still think in 
tor;.;      pplicable to Christ!  a '   ;ion (which they dis- 
„„„ H33    A look at t      ■   xt  reveals  t) -agon has never 
CUSS.     -'-' 
rd  c: the thiev   s  cr  Bified  on the cross   with Christ. 
Ln     )id you  ever rei Lblel 
Bstragoni    The  Bible—(He reflects.)    I 
ist h ve sn a  loch at it. 
Vladimir:     Jo you remember the  Gospels? 
Ah 
re; 
Sstragont    No. 
., yes, the two thieves.    Do y 
  ember  t       story? 
ou 
rfhat's    11  this about.' 
71,    Lmin Si 'i our.3* 
It  is   clear '■ ''     *     t Bstr CGS 
not partj • on the  basis of I of   'terms appli- 
cable  to C     ' ■- * ','  rat     r to the  G;;-i;;:'  :': ' 
knoi ting.    Pur or. , Bstr      n is a poet, a 
vocation  from the classic  tradition  rs aps 
[oly i nd—the pretty colors and t       ><       Sea. 
istra      .,   ,        esthete,  notices co3 sea is in- 
viting to nil -i escape. 
wice in Act  II hstr. res    urther evidence of his 
■itage. h     ■■        -   i are eallin    each other 
33-   -«*4-v. Hamilton    " e •' tion in Si   uel 
«»M? aSioL '-:.  = <    i   ■ 19"2'- 110- 
31* teckett, pp. 8-9- 
Ik 
..   tes,  Gogc progresses from "Vermin!" to "Morpionf" to 
"Curate!"35    All are  L tin or Greek etymologically,  and the 
ist is clearly Bstragon's indictment of the cl< 1c  1 3ir.ee 
it is the worst  tbj can think or to call Didi.     Finally, 
when Bstragon and Via   ii ve  succeeded in liftli      the 
blind Pozzo,  Estragon coi     .ains,  " c      r are we 
to cart  him around....   ..:. are not caryatids.'"-' i  ccr- 
tainly  cannot an influence  on  Est here in 
referring   to   iii self idi iestesses of    Lana. 
It . r   hat Estra        r    res tls < scap- 
■'::     those who '■:    1(   rat    r     ''.r    up,  ■ '.     ' who 
ev :.  ' ' ■ less exj st    o >pe 
of something   'to save."     Dheir c   iv  rsati  n        ut w 
y will    ■       ved from also points cut t.      •    Lf 'er- 
ne es in Lc heril '. ••       lit;,-. 
•   :      Jecause he wouldn't sav    th m. 
Est : ; 
T   limiri ImbecileJ     Prom death, 
istr    - :: It]     ; sal LI. 
Vladimiri From death,   Prom death.3' 
Estragon, concern d with sic  ]       '.   a      Wrff rin , 
•    tes   te  esc.. Lt,   and   therefore he hopes   to  be   saved from 
os.     this       rt ., r  ,   b  a -       ou h hell Tor 
■\...     But Vladimir is  traditionally  Jar".        .   Ln his iuca 
3^Ibid..  p. k8. 
36Ibid.,  p«     >'• 
37Ibid..  p. 9. 
nri" -    . 
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.bout  salvation.     It is to be saved from     eath—to have 
everlasting life. 
Their differences arc  evi lent i lsc wh«     " ir con- 
sider-  the  two thieves en the cross.    To him,  it  is a 
sonable  percentage—one out of two was  caved,-    but 
istragon believes t at :j re bloody ignorant apes 
to  believe   it." 
rfe  should be  r of VI ind Estragon when 
we learn from the two boy m< t one is a  shep- 
....    ;he  other a    -.there  for Mr.   Godot.       P.   Godot mis- 
treats the  shepherd,  favor:       t        oatherc .     -.is is 
xactly the opposite of the Christi       rod's    ction, an in- 
Lcation that Godot is not the Christian God.3'     In con- 
. Estra on as r< ttatives of two 
mythic heritages, we se«      parallel between t 
. r  t    ;str       -     -     TLB Li lip.    Ihe goat was the 
1 sacred to   )ionysus,  the   sufferin     to    of        an   ythol- 
ogy T-i    also its escapist supre e  sensualist},  while 
te shepherd is a  symbol of Christ,   the Lamb of God, and 
the suffering one of Christian mythology. 
It  E   m ,  C]     ;.. ,. 1   rn is wrong,  thi t Estragon and 
a    i »1P are in   I ti   uals—VI dimir an optii .: st-realist- 
intellectual-hum nitarian |>e is the first to feel sorry 
3-Lu3:c  23:      39-^3. 
39Matthew 2?i    32-33- 
16 
for Lucky in Act  I and to  offi r   lelp to Pozzo and Lucky In 
,,c'; II when they ~J,    nc   Bstn plst-pessimist- 
sceptic-sensualist. 
text seems to suggest that if Vli    Lmir Esfcra- 
represent humanity,   they represent more specific lly, 
nor. of Western civilization,  whose mythic heritages hav* 
agan-classic and Christian, hose heritages, 
consequently,  are    o- 1.       ecause of this they w it  for some- 




,7hile  71 dimir    ad iistragcn wait on their    ar] lii 
plain,  a strange pair, Pozzo and Lucky, move on and off 
Stai e  once  in each act.     Pozzo  both leads  and  is  led 
by his   ironically I servant,  Luc y, s of       rope 
bie    around Lucky's neck.    Ihose who say lil       Istra  -on, 
ens, nobody cones, nobc        ;oes,     re proven 
wrong  in Pczzo-Lucky.1    They  3o cone , 
change physically.     !heir physic 1 iefects in Act II, 
ess and   lumbness, reflect the i   ;   ■    1 • efects cvi- 
:   l in Act I.    Pozzo has chang<     mor< physically. 
In his blindness,  ho has gaine-  soi  .   ii sight  int<   tail an 
life,   thoi still remains blind to  U Bstra- 
n's need  to be  saved. 
•hi!   o mplex pair h>s been interpreted variously by 
,:-.-,-c.        ,:t   oi.-Vo;; -       —      ■"-    "       -'^~ 
ship  between Pozzo and Lucky.    Horace Gregory,   Sdith .or::, 
a  Leon-  :   rinello all comment on this     spect of        ir 
,   ,  t onAipj d,    •       so    That    •    ' r   it conclusions from it. 
Gregory calls Pozzo and Lao -y evidence of th<     estrue- 
tlve elements of frie    shd    on earth, the    aster-slave 
1   ockett,   p.   27.     &Ote Anouilh,   SfSSUgfikj   I ■        J 
savs this adequately descri    i acHon o.   fc        i       . 
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complex of violent feelings. Cne venders how Mr. ;regory 
arrived at his conclusion that Pozzo and Lucky*s relation- 
s w  a ever based on that of frieni s d >.     Pczzo tells Es- 
tn ' t .. c ;•      at   t -   lim  the finer 
Lngs   In life,  not because the;   were   frj   n  s,    ut because 
Pozzo hired hi: . 
Pozzo:     But   for him all - j    I   LOUghts, 
all my feelings,  wot        i ve 
been of common jhings....So 
I  tool: a   knook.. 
result o-: Lucky's  bring bought is his degeneration from 
a   philosopher-) rtist to a beast  < '      r en.     Pozzo,  who mis- 
treats Lucky,   reveals  to us that the relationship  is   a  sado- 
w sochistic one. 
Pozzo:     hv he doesn't m ke himself com- 
fortable?.. .Has  he not the  rl  ht  to. 
Certainly he has.     It follows that 
doesn't want to m<   w .. sn't he 
..   it  toff 
s  to i      esi       ,   so  th .t  I '11 
him. 
wants to mollify me,  so that I'll . 
•ve up  the  idea   of ]     ' •■ '"• 
Pozzo has found himself ironically caught as slave to Lucky, 
2'orace Gregory,   "Beckett's Dying Gladiators,"    io^ 
weal.  LXV  (October,  1956),  91-92. 
3Beckett,  p.  22. 
^Ibid.,   p.   21. 
'^.:on- 
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because Lucky has made Pozzo ident     i him,  while maso- 
■   'stically enjoyj -tate. 
Pozzo:     I can't  bear It—the way he   :ocs 
on—it's terrJ       —        ust    o— 
used  to  be   so helpful.;,. 
:   now—he's killing me.5 
If '    "...   Pozzo's menial has destroyed Lucky's capacity 
to think,  to be creator,   L      -  s at least relieved  him of 
all uncertainty.      ..   is  removes     'rom the kind   of pain 
suffer:'.;;    caused   >y uncertainty which  is   ."-     Lmir's and 
Estracon's lot,   so that his name, which seems  ironic in the 
care of his physical circumstances,  is actually descriptive 
U   1 te  case of his  psychic circumstances,  i.e.,  in compari- 
son wit::   istra ;on '".        ' '' s. 
Leone   Marinello would agree that Pozzo and Lucky's re- 
lationship is mutually destructive,  based on despotism and 
cruelty.6    He  says that  t ie  rope which tics t hysically 
n 
to one another is also that which separates the  .;     Euith 
m mentions that  "although  they arc closely  tic:.!  together 
a cord,  they can give each other no feeling of companion- 
ship,"  and  that in the  second act, with Pozzo blind and 
?Ibid.,  up.  22-23- 
6Leone Marinello,  "Samuel Beckett's g&i£Aa& tSL fifiiPli 
ma Critique, VI  (Spring,  1963)» 7°. 
7Ibid. 
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Lucky    umb,   the relationship has become utterly meaning- 
p 
less.       bhe  states that Pozzo wi s  so starved  Tor o Lon- 
dp,  that he accepted t •   r offering of     ien  ship 
from   71     i   Lr an      stragon more   ;,i on ac- 
left-over chlcl     .      i  ss.M°    I am not sure Pozzo 
wanted companionship.     He cones on  s ba ■ rt,   "I am 
Pozzo.'     JOQS that n . n not o ycwl"    .... .     s a 
property owner,  "..ere on my land?"    lie    xcl ims to  Vladimir 
Istragon;  and as ' .      sitive buffoon who crav      ap- 
proval .  not companionship.     .Vhen  he   'irst   . 
on,  he  exclaims,   "C •'   ■     :   Pozzo!    . a  e 
1 :■ J "10    L t< r hi I   es th t V Is- 
tragon   are not '. ,   not quite 
rs. 
Pozzo: S, tl     en,   I cannot  . o 
:o wit tout the   soci ety of 
Li   is,   (he puts on sses 
.   at the two lii.es)   ev ... 
when ess is an imperfect 
one.H 
His need to be th<   center of attention,   to gain approval, 
these  :'.     erfect two is    vj       -   Later. 
Edith Kern,   '   r ror Inaction:     Beckett's 
G dot." Yale French ..v. .;-QS? XVIII ( .'inter, 195^-55), Mf-M-b. 
9Ibid.,   p.  >+5« 
1° iechett,   p. 15 
Hlbicl. ,  p.   16. 
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Pozzo:     Good.     IS ?     Is 
ever;   o y looking at      . .,,1 
y.      Is   i » j ' St   Hi-     . - 
I don't like   bs in a vacuum... 
How ': •-      e?.. .Bless you, 
.,     Less .1      '•'    sue - 
I 
tow ironic is    is   st   ;<       b     >out not s   ■ »   : 
[e   not only is i       ' ' '■'  "-   i   »  ^°"' 
ci n only  Listen t s     res, not 
other?       b  h     qt ite o rvioi sly  is vacuum. 
Long ago Lucky taui   I    1       '    ; '   con" 
. •     rs   .eautj     1, •    is stj LI s it,     L1 
cry.' -t ntion is    v        -ced 
further in Act  II.    When Pozzo falls,   c or help, he 
tells   ttadimlr that when he and Lucl 1 away from help, 
they just wit until they can  get up themselves.     So it is 
.   so Bach  that Fozzo needed  Help from   tta< imJ '    '     Bstra- 
gon,  but that knowi ' "i        *•    j;  °    '; 
on. 
ster-slave rel hip is  seen symbolic y 
ree crities-Iamont,  HcCoy,  and Chadwick.    Lament says 
t   "Pozzo     ,    Luck 
spectsof the duality c i —   !hrist 
sufferer."13    She does not sa; i    Lnd of men they may re- 
present, nor what the implication of their c   c ster- 
ve relationship mi    t      .    If Lucky is       1  rist figure, 
12Ibid. ,       '•   20,   25- 
13 
Io: 
eckett *.+. r    Lament.   "     ■   Ketap  ysical  Parcel     BecKe 
22 
ho is more nearly an Anti-Christ in his actions t is 
ings.     In fact,  it is not he who feels compassion 
for others,  but Vladimir an    .;:;:-.. i ssion 
for the weeping Lucky,  an    who for this compassion,  are 
rewarded not with love,  but wit        kic]   in the shins. 
Pozzo:     : ake haste,   before he  stops. 
(Estragon approaches Lucky 
s  :;o wipe his c-cc.    Luc y       ^M 
kick!   ':'     violently in  the   shins.) 
Charles McCoy would   agree  tfo t tl        ' 'f r< ice between 
Luc/;-   ind   Christ  leave  the natter  in  doubt.   -      Phis is 
after he has pointed out  that  Lucky  suffers    n    is  i   servant 
wouftded  by another—PBzzo, who hoi s  the rope around his 
neck.    £te miss* s the similarity here between Lucky's wound, 
a "running sore" and Christ's wound,  whicl    Likewise never 
ilsi7    What McCoy feels is  strikJ bween Luc  y and 
.•rL   ■,-   n.adimir's expressing his outrage at Lucky's 
trer ;       . ,  calling it a  scandal,   just as the i sssage of the 
New  Festai mt is that th<   "Incarnat on  Ls a scandal. 
MeCoy,  in setting up  bhe likeness between God and 
Pozzo  says that Pozzo inplies that Vladimir and Estragon 
'ec'-ctt,   p.   21. 
Charles McCoy,  "JhlftLBK&&. Gedoii  A Biblical 4p- 
i :r OuJ- , - lO, 
i960),  63-72. 
16. 




cannot stand his presence, .,    , 
in   ■■   r    n    tre bling.1?    However,  at this    oint, lr 
!stri   C:n    '' '•   who Fozzo is;  the; t   per- 
s he is Go-Jot. 
Bstragoni     (timidly,   to Pozzo)., ..You're 
not       .     oo.ot,   Sir?16 
cCoy, who does not  seor. too convince .  of his  own in- 
terpretation is in contrast to Ch    wick,   who confidently 
constructs the  syllogism that GodotsGod,  an    Pozzo"Godotj 
therefore PozzosGod.    Chi dwicb   -      ;ests th   b   todot^God be- 
cause  Beckett could not  b v    been unaware of the  "deific 
stions"  of .. odot,   an .. have ere   ' . 
th«      '  r French playgoer with know': sh to 
know that  "God" means  "Dieu."19    God □ "Dieu," 
-o  ot Joes not.     Ch I   rick   states  t     t   it is  evident   that  do- 
dot   ' s    n o jiipotent being who   !       save thei     a      ;hat 
is not merely a god,   but "God  in the higher sense dene..  ! 
on whether VI on are...more than a  couple of 
tramps. „20 loes not eacpl  in here exnlicitly what he 
17Ibld. 
iSfieckett, p. llj. 
^C.   Jhadwick,   "daii-in;;  -or ;.-odot; 
■I'.-L-osium,  XIV   (.'inter,   I960),   2?2. 
A Logic  I Approach," 
20 --..,    # 
2h 
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ns,  nor who   i     thinks  71 i     istr    on are.     ..is 
that Pozzo«Godot is rirst on the Tact 
th t  the  vowel  sounds in th< ' s are j       tical. 
. dn  s ho clinches his ar  ..    nt I "       :~  t th t Pczzo 
:•       several tines just wh   i   to  ot was ■       ,  that 
Pozzo  knew what Godot meant  t<   the   , 'ranch 
production Pozzo had a  white  be  rd,   ..  ich :     what the  ooy 
1   iimir about : r.  Godot—that        has i        Lte        rd.' 
he weakest link in   ...    .i.e. »s    r u   Hit is th t ho .ot is 
If this  fails,   the  conclusion that   Pozzo  is  God   is   fall   - 
cious.     3 .     '• •     builds a  see ;..    L; r t  for 
Pozzo-s being  Godot,  but he does this '     ving  out evidence 
to the contrary.     The fact  1 ie vowel sounds of Pozzo 
,..    Godot . re the  sa    ,   s«    i  no . ore significant  th a 
Pozzo':; being close tc    lozzo,    rhich    str mistak< 
calls     •: ,23     In  f  ct,   Fozzo does   later act  the  Clown- 
he enjoys performing and be*      th     •    ter of attention.    Also 
Pczzo is obviously the nan of property with  possessions 
which ho  prizes, among them his Peterson, 
watch.Zh    hhe life of pr<  'essi       1 worries,  which he claims 
21Ibid.,  p.  253* 
22Ibid.,  p.  2 A. 
23 jeckett, p.  15* 
2W, pp.  23,  30. 
^ 
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Lucky  has  saved him  from, is  most   lik   ly   t te  life  Tilled with 
bh<   worries of a capitalist.2*    Quite in contrj st  to Pozzo 
then is Kr.  Godot,  who   loes not,.:...  ,  ; :c;      Lng     o  the  second 
boy messenger.  °    In        Ition tl     first      .        .:'   s knowing 
Pozzo and Luc'.;   whos       essence,  he says,   ] from ce. - 
sooner cue  to  his  fear  of  thei . 
VladimirJ You were afrai   of the whip? 
Boys X"es Sir. 
imiri Do you know th<   ? 
Boy: -o  Lir.2'/ 
inally in answer to   3      wick,   .     r< ver i   time when 
ii Lr an -•>   not expectj ..: Godot;   therefore no 
.tor who comes,  he o      i re  lool      g for Godot. 
ys, b sin    his nt  on thi        e    of Fozzo's 
being God,  that Lucky r« tti   th 
ithou       '   ,   ' '      ' ■■'- tr :-e 
illustrative of P seal's int that Lserable 
out God.2**    his reasoning is obviously flawec 
look at   the evidence   in lay,   for  L    !   .    is  both  perse- 
cut.; rsecutor.    As Pozzo's slave he c    not  suffer the 
..■   . certaint; , ■' ■ ■' )i:-    He :oes wflat ne is tol< : 
25lbid..   p.  22. 
27lbld..     •   33. 
28Chadwiek,  p.  2     . 
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titure,  tii;   present is in Pozzo's hands.     Be si 
iserable than   riadii Lr    n     istr   ;on «rho must ~  rsist 
in uncertainty with  'not  ' c  be    one1   to all -r 1* 
situation. 
In contrast tc '.';;    wick is  tfellwarth,     bo   se   i   Pozzo 
symbol of th    masters of the earth,  i ' S an, 
it  a  transcendent  b   Li   . " ;■   Pozzo's    all in 
Act  IT   .       olizes the illusion that is inner*        in   -"'      the 
.    test        ... ^r.
2'       •  ilar t     I    lwarth is 
met] ' Ltoi writes th t Pozzo is 
• wn of Beckett's characters w res pt 
•    ....  ...,    -..:..t in th    worl  .'■' also  s;:yr; -...at in 
.     ct,   Pozzo,   stout      .     red-face   ,   flourii -:s 
bch,       ■:-■ ig,  and     rin] Ln   , occu" 
Led  with th , >°ral existence,      i    th    exercise 
of power."31    Pozzo's  subsec ■  •-:  —   -'-    x  results 
ti  . uselessness  of    li   w be a loss of control ever 
his environ      t.32     toth   I milto] ellwart 
zz0,£   faliUre  is the failure -over,  of those 
. ,:.     ,   - sters on  b! Ls      rth.    Meit!   r    entions sped- 
31lbici.,  P.   1°';- 
32ibid. 
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fically what he t   Ln  s Luc ley  symbolizes. 
v v   ......   ■   y is   "t ■ I   con- 
tact  wit! ere   tive  sources of th      syc     ."33    Certainly, 
iis is      rt of it—art, which economics hi s s    J      ted 
estroyed,  but       sky also stands    "or oph;    tfhen 
pozzo says,   "But Tor  hii tits... i ul     -  ■'     been 
■ common things...."3^    Metm n however does not  see Pozzo 
as a  symbol for economic or earthly power,   but  as the 
roduct of t an        ."3:>    She says h sses 
',   r      hind a facade, while he longs for those lost 
which Lucky re  resents..-^ 
;:::sc v  lues,  Jerome Ashmore believes,     r.      oral values; 
refore Pozzo and  Lucky represent the failure of moral 
values.37    Similarly,  Daniel Ch ucer writes  that he 
Pozzc and  Lucky to be analogous to V] istragon, 
;heir    oubles, who represent more c;:t,re::e i i     r      pal 
i vior.38    in answer to Ashmore,  Lucky'     ' ilure would 
• 3 ,v;. . etnu ..,   "Reflections on S o  ett's Plays," 
Journal of Analytic Psychology, V (January,    .960).    W. 
3*h3eckett,   p.   22. 
■::;. eta n, p. **6« 
36ibid. 
37j 37jePome Ashmore,  "Philosophical Aspects or Gouot," 
Svmnosium,  XVI   (.inter,   1962),   303. 
BSuaniel Chaucer,  "WaJ   |Bft £>£ Godfit," Sh^an^oah,  71 
(Spring,  1955)i  3l- 
2o 
seem to be not the failure of       ■   L,  but of aesthetic 
values—Beaut       -    Truth.     The  play it si i   -iot 
failure of iavior, but selessness 
•   . m th       - :   71.-.: cts    on lly in castigat- 
ing Fozzo  Cor hi!      iltreatment of LucJcy. 
Vladinir:     (stutteringly resolute). 
:.. — ( . bure tc. r s L ic y;— 
li; ,..; E--I t ink b at...it's a 
EC:   i      1J39 
Several lines later h    is  accusing  Luc  .   of   : 
P0ZZ<  , !   Use   ■■:■■  t   E " ■' ot« 
Tladimiri     (to Lucky).     tow dare youi     It's 
bo  inableJ     Such a  -ogj.  . • sterJ 
Cruc ' '   » fcnatJ"^ 
Nothing  can  be known,   not        |  is  certain.       low then can any- 
thing be moral,   in oral? 
In addition  to  the failure    .:     cr: 1.,   A= :  '     points  to 
Lucky as being "a repres.    ; bion     \ ' ■ *•* 
.   Lnes have done  toman.     In the ot r    ays not 
anbei      use.      ■ =hine,  but also a i c      ie as a 
threat tc its user."*1    Ash oes on to sa; t   the   S    e 
5hinery which   seems innoc ace   Lmes,  is destructive 
^Beckett,   p.  18. 
**°Ibid.,  P«  23« 
^Ashmore,  p.   ?-9S. 
1 
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in v/arA2    Lucky is not really used as a     ic line—he is 
;      use .    s a     .■ st o '      r ai ,     tou was hired to 
think,  to'philosophize and  create.       is     Lrade, which 
sounds like a  broken tape is  Simply  k 
ou   tt.      te car  no longer   ;hin! ,  but  : |   st   thoughts 
Xil:;. :  ine.    In this, he is a i   chine, a 
ed   computer  gone awry.     But the Lucky who cries over 
the thought of t   '       sold,   is  lik<   i       in, not a machine,  and 
■;   similarly lik€  a      n    hen he ] Lc] s  th    one who would 
offer    ■     o ssion and  wipe his tears>3    Mr.  Ashmore's 
conclusions about      a   Lnes in ■•       -    war true, 
but  I do not know how it  is relevant  to ^.itinjL £fi£ 22&fi£- 
re is nothing in Godot that even  r    otely concerns 
Chin< ..     ... men in war. 
rhat does Lucky's tirade mean?    rfellwart em both 
•    essentially as a p rody of |   I   oso] deal    r a 
,,   . • „ ,   lellw rth        Ln       « t it also parodies scien- 
• •u discourse.^    hem s no explicit statement about 
the -plications of her interpretation,  other than to  say 
t Lucky's thinking, automaton-like,  ends in the repcti- 
. of    eaningless words>?    rfellvarth's opinion is th t 
W2Ibid.,  P.  299- 
y\    ,i     --r     pointed out th t  the  principal dj rj  rence  be- 
r      •"-       %°„ i* that if you take up a starving tween ■ nd a dog is that 11 you . v 
• . prosperous,  he will not  Dice you 
'♦Stellwarth,  p.   7« 
^Kern, p. y+- 
* 
^0 
Beckett implies here   ;hat      n's increase*   know] bas  simply 
w re of its utter uselessness.       an<      r who would 
ree that it is a parody is   ■ 5k,  ■.. to sees the  tirade 
rodying not philosophical or scien •       -course,   but 
xistlan liturgy. 7    Ihe implication, he s, that 
Shristian liturgy for many people has beer 1» 
.void of all meaning."1*8    :•- t Chr .itur y has lost 
• ;..   meanin        v be true, but Lucky's speech is not devoid of 
all ting. 
Daniel Chaucer says that Luc  y«i   utt      nc , steri- 
cal,   "composed mostly of  journalistic cliches." ■     bo the 
jar-on rerr.inds  hia not of scientific,  philosophical,  or 
ieologieal discourse,  but of journalistic.     He,   Like Kern, 
■os not  remark explicitly concernin    I       i   plications of 
lis interpretation.     He does preface his  statement,   however, 
remark that Lucky's speec    L.     * -startling moment 
Ln the play.*50    ::o one could deny this.     h<  conclusion 
cue woul     iraw,  having made such an observation,   is impor- 
tant,  viz.,   that   fcckett must have wante. to draw attention 
to what Lucky  says here. 
*6„ellvarth,  p.  27 
^Chadwick, p. 259. 
^Ibid.,  p.  257. 




Lawrence Ilarvey feels that Lucky's  speech is an attack 
on the age  of Voltaire which believed  in the myth of human 
progress.-'1     In addition he  feels  the  tirade is Beckett's 
attack on language.-*      I  suppose he means by this that 
Beckett is attacking the usefulness of language,   saying we 
fail  to communicate with it.     If  this  is what Harvey means, 
Lucky*s tirade is certainly not the only spot in the play 
pointing to the failure of man to communicate.     Every line 
spoken adds up to precisely this.     Not  the failure of lan- 
guage,   but  only meaninglessness,   is what  Eva i.'etman  sees  in 
Lucky*s tirade, concluding that "the endless repetition of 
meaningless words [isj   reminiscent of the   'word-salad*  of 
schizophrenics."^3    Hiss lletman, who is a psychologist,  has 
most   likely had experience v/ith the disconnected  language of 
the   schizophrenic;   if  so,   it   seems  remarkable  that  she would 
not note how much sense Lucky's  speech makes in comparison, 
since everything he  says is connected  by the underlying 
theme—man's  failure  to give meaning  to existence,  no 
matter how much knowledge he accumulates  philosophically, 
scientifically. 
Lucky's   speech,   if we   look at  the text,   contains   sup- 
port  for what each of the critics has   said,   except for 
5lLawrence Harvey,   "Art and  the Existential in En 
.attendant Godot,"  PT.LA.   LOT (March,   I960),   139. 
52Ibid.,  p.  1^0 
'^Metman,  p.>+6. 
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hiss Ketman.    It is not a less  schizophrenic word- 
lad.     In ad [ition to what, t te   ot     r critics h ve  sug- 
gested,   there are ot    .■ points worthyof note. 
Lucky begins,  s  -   '..'.. i si stive of 
-,.■;.' Llosophica] t. ions ;        t two 
,  Pur.c     r Jatt    n,   h ve   stated that a  personal God, 
Lte  beard,   e::ists  outside   of  time,   a 10  "loves 
rly Hhhhj. so le   receptions     >r        sons i  ." 
.•-   ts     c t t  t   Ls  -: s   the  God  of Voltaire1:, age, 
1   • rson 1"   God.     lore   h      .•  an1      re  the 
. .   "..or reasons u      ov  ,M whic 
out the  tin      , Lch  ech< :i '■   certain,"  of 
the    n     .     It echoes also  t question that 
■   ir   ••   Lses t  e  two thievcc.     tfh;        i   one thj 
saved,    ;l      Dther cd?    ..'. s  Gc     love man,   with some 
xc       Lonsl    .; , - only one  out  c        i      'our Gospels nen- 
t one of  the thieves  was  s  v<  .';'     ■ •. 0] '•'   :'-_ 
lieve St.   Li.;   . .xi    ■•   >-   others.     Nothing   is cert;.     , 
nothing is known;   people  :-ro   'bloody i .;      :h   ■ pes'   to be- 
Liev ;hing.     Lucky's next words about   t iis    i  rson 
God with white   be  rd C fodoji7,   is  th t  he  ''suffers 
wi1     . LOS<   who for reas ns ... nowj _ lt> 
.'ire.1 >5 
$* leckett,  p. 28.   (1  '     ;alics.) 
^Ibid. 
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He reiterates the question In     LO1     :.   ■   y— ;hy do some  suffer 
not  others?    It is the  question that  Deism c not 
swer.     But  still,   there is intermittent calm in all this 
'•'6 »riJ    ,  which is  better th n  nothing*-'*' 
In the next  section Lucky negates  the notion th it  the 
clal  sciences,  e.g.,  anthropoloi sociolog;   wj 
a sun    ents of i     ., to    lleviate m n's 
'   sring.     In addition to the negation of soci  1 scientific 
knowl« Ige we have  the negation of pure  science.     "It h  s 
bee.; established tin ond   loubt...1 an 1    short... 
in spite of  strides in alJ '• 
s '..•; Btes • ..      ■'     s...what   '.     ore for reasons un- 
known. 0/    The pun on "wastes"  is obvious;  man's activities 
■re here reduced  to defecatJ rieving.    And  how coi 
v  lue of  science be more tl    r lounced  than when 
•     iced to      v  -.ens in nourii • voidin 
.  t in excrement? 
In   t      next  section Lucky1 s  s  eech  M   sts  th .sis 
hysical culture—man"    attention to -:   in order 
to ]   rh    s   ' -•    t t    t he wi st< i '     -,  "in spite of 
strj   es hysical culture the pr ctice of sports... 
56. 
with a  c 
tot . •' 
ieckett,  n.   26.    In Lueky's words,  "..••aj"   so c 
.   ];. ,; :   . inter   I tt mt  is   better 
calm so c 
.n 
57 Ibid.,  p.  29. 
3h 
all kinds dying flying shorts.,l')0    These are th       nes 
p sople   play,   so that they won't think.    What Lucky says 
sri   parallels Vladimir's and Estragon's      aying at physi- 
c 1 exercise in Act II to pass the time while they wait— 
last exercise is brc tl Li    , ost   lifficult one 
of all—to : eep living. 
m the succeeding section, another science,  geology, 
s  failed to uncover nowl really helpful to men— 
"the air is the  a i -   and  then...the cart..     »de  of  stones 
in t ,    great deeps...ana   in the air I  resume for  reasons 
lown  ln  splte  of th mil the facts are there but time 
will tell."50   Whatever science claims, doei it i 
.       ^  earth for him has been the  same  since  the bc£in- 
ning of time.    Knowing that    ir is composed of nitrogen and 
oxygen,  has it helped?    a a it helpe     to relieve i an'i  suf- 
• pin 
In the last  section of Lucky's tirade,  the entire    lis- 
tory of man has come to naught.    Archeology may uncover the 
-skull in Connemara," to find that men has not progressed- 
ios  tl      same,   the  skull remains  -        same,    v    ence tl 
• . s.     Li' .. his interrupted tirade,  Lucky's last word is, 
•opriately,  -unfinished",  11      alsc Hi   has said all 
:.   -.     .   ;/.,   r,',cc,-     :-   is   -      '   -'■      ^      ' ■       '■       ' '   •••■•■ = ••• 
>9Ibid.,   p.  't-9. 
o0Ibid.,   p.   29. 
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stones. ..so calm...Cunarc  .M        Knowledge, 
itific an        dlosophical, - le i Lght cent 
•ts "persona] ' hav     Palled, 'wastes 
JS
1
   Tor  reasons unluiown. 
Pozzo .       s to sta id   'or ec< i     r 1   a :   to 
st nd   for   th    creative an     >hilosc   hical  impulsi an. 
If tl Ls -:  ter rotation  Ls    Llowe  ,  t        what bhey 
;ext ot   ' ent on .ics tions of 
bions dp.     -       Ls that      teri     Ls     as i     ,'r ated 
the  »hj       :•       '     s"   Ln i   Q'S   LJ re—    dloso    ., art. 
Sut  because Luc  y  .        ■ -ted to enslave e  t,  philosophy and 
art in a   sense,   'sold out.1 power of ilism des- 
troyed  that wl ich might saved, j        y av     .,   tl   t . lich 
to  save,   but as Lucl ; '     biri   e   joints out,  could not 
save.    Philosophy   nc     rt    i     )ec » at      '      sts of burden' 
r b ath of God,  just    s Luc y,  symfcolic or these, 
B   ,ecc least of    urden.    I '-ion, scJ    ce, i s 
• , ints out,       •       iled.     Pozzo,     Li     , fee      1, 
.     ts   t       f   Llure of economics  to  save,  i It twen- 
c   lt   . has s Lace    ore faith ;  ri- 
L s e. 
61Ibid       D.  29.    Cunarc   is   on:,  c ..       .-.tublishcd 
■4—*'        ..'.        i«       ;        ^ it is establisneo  beyond 
S •     S^doaW o  ■     stc      , 
borsof , Ubors :        °r 
id Cunar ■ (p- 21 .) 
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Based on the above  intsr retation of Pozzo and Lucky 
Lmplicationa of their relationshj   ,   it ma: said 
that  they stand  for many of the reasons ■'     a    '■ -elf 
saying 'nothing to I ,'  w 1 ..'       'o ■ s< bo  save 
from the des air which the rei li» tion  t lat as 
■ ■_,..        i   : . vitably brought. 
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CHAPTER Hi 
ANAL: SIS OP     MATIC  t E a is 
./hat does Godot mean? In the vcitcr c: -in. :.■ - : cri- 
tical opinion it is j Ticult to hold to the belief that it 
is not an inkblot play i eanini  what o nta it to i    - i. 
leckett must have had so    t i    , ': aD   sure :"ost 
critics feel the;    h ve    iscovered  that  something,  or at 
least come close ot it;  yet interpretations are not only 
divergent but contradictory.     Tladimir says,   "in all this 
.. .   ■,  ;,     :T  cl:ar"-o..    wishes he  could make a 
ilar statement about th<     >  ming of Godot. 
;!C majority of critics discuss ac   In this ' feel 
La:    is a  statement for huma   Lty-th   b   'inally 
as onl;   .-': sal ' i   •   other     -  .       -    other!    ' LI into 
sev.,   L -^    those who   '     Lit is a  statement ei       r for 
or        inst  Shristi    lit; ,     nd   t  os 1 It H   *> -   ft  as 
•kett  said one,  about nothing,  a ]     :      ' 
tely negative  view of   i   I'I   ea   ition. 
far      aoker eVi     a     -•       groupe sr any of the ai.ove 
bec<    .       :     takes a  generic view of the j    .,   calling  it 
lLoone J.  Marlnello,  -8.   « -o^^,^-^ 
rritt   . an inkblot pl« y. • • • 
'irony in a vac states th t Lmir' te- 
tragon's    i  logue,  which on th     s   rface  is absurd,  carries 
irious import,   tl y  setti . i ironic cc st.3 
cl    ej >roceedings of .re bound to 
viewed  ironically,  si ic i   realizes 
"th< ir Z?      :r   ir's on\£7       ' ill not be  re- 
.. " h    I    c nol ..'      w irony can  exist       en not:.' 
own an.'    ic is  c   rt-in;  fi r       rmore,  ]       '       most 
critics wouli 1      at     P.     oo/er coul 
statement   tl at early ' •'-' not  co. - 
..' ':   we  '   tow is that wait sslyj   all 
.  rep    ts  itse   :',   i e       of the '-lay,  I thin 
Ls   sxact y as VI    imir     i    ... ' i~   ■ 
ii    Godot will coi    ,     at who    :.cvs?    If 
hi!     ■  -   rtainty,  part or the  horror of  tl ion is 
lost. 
•  .   Bsslin -■::■■   i       t     t Godot is  obv Li cor.ccr. 
o  hop;:   oC  salvation   I race, 
-.   . 9 ;: ... o   SSi rj ' s        -  ■ "~s~ 
,, .    .... religioui     lay.5    Ountto   ■   .      rs  says almost 
Pd  So  ■   r,  "Iron; Absurdity in the AVJ  it-G 
atre," yon Review.  XXII  (Summer,   19o0),  M-^M-. 
3Ibid.,   p.  Mf9. 
^Ibid.,   p.  ^;;1. 
artin    • ,    _::   ..atre of the £bsura   (     •       r  , 
'      1),   p.   22. 
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... ., ■..-..   ■ writes that at   t 1 -s with 
;  , ncept of God:  that Gouot < ::  :io"o >,  : 
L« not a religious play.  At most it deal: #ith rell- 
r. I"!;- tocr:: :  ! -'s 
Llity to be a nihilist even in a situation of utter 
7 
.essness.' 
Anders does not explain ex ctl;  ns by nihil- 
:t,  nor does Esslin Ln hov the   >laj   eannot be reli- 
us   Lf it presents hope or  salvation  t '  race.' 
,     ...   :,,:;,:v-',   t   c   rrcrc.T.tiv.   o:     ■: ■ 
ivine being.    as fox Anders, in the beginning of the 
:. nadimir asks letn     '     "  » 
e deferre'       toth 
thing  sick.-8       bli  is the   reason Via   I *- 
.       > continue to wait-t] >pe for some- 
•       to save  them.    As  Ion    as  Hope  springs  .1 
ireast,  i.e.,  Hi   I       ' ■*«     rx-s ve cannot say 
,   ,    tionis   .hopeless."    What Anders out the 
■■.,     .     '    ;wlth  bhe concept of  God   se  as  «    Ld.    Oer- 
.   .-      , ..   ;stra,   -. • ■' - ■ s« °ut" 
*.    „„r '-■ r-     hut I r. Godot    a    or      y not side  th<   iselves to save   bhe i,   out r.r. 
.... •   •■       ives us a clue near the 
be a  transcendent • 
M  ves at least in an omniscient 
of  bh€     Lay that   ie     sieves a. 
slin^SgleVood Cliffs,   19w),    ».  W- 
7ibid., P-  l^- 
8 (eckett,  p.  3- 
Lng who s -Gs him. 
\TLadimir:     ...at me too  s e  is 1< , 
of me  too  someone is  sayin  ,  He 
is  sl< ; Lng.. 
» » » 
to 
He    sslin An ers ar     iesJ sv   . to call Godot 
•religious,*   Leon      i rinello calls it not only religious, 
Christian.      •■       -  Is  that  Go ot is \     h   -  the tree 
:. •    : ,      'omise  of  salvation, 
10 
xi    re  the  saved,  Pczzo and  Lucky   bhe 
■eh    sayi    bhat  Godot will come in t rson of 
1st. lays    eckett'i   message is    I     t   fladJ and 
Estragon accept th<   truth of the tree as the Cross and  source 
of salvation,   bee: use they    re   s  lrit -  11;     .Live, and Pozzo 
....- ...   •    /jrc   :,   :  tree a:      ■'■ t  i     s1 r    ecause 
:;.   spirituall;     f a c ;ly lost. 
v lence t i t   I    ot   .■ s i   w rd, ]   rin« Llo bas      his 
.    -:". sion th  b        ot is    od.    He cl ims  bh t w \      >dot 
•t be God   since     Lc ;elo paint ■ 
-.   ,    . .    t di   is   the   •• ■     " Jion 1 imag       C the OK   Jest  - 
-     0;l#12    Ihls      y  be  true,  but it is not  sufficient 
v-      ce to prove that Godot is God.    Kr.  Godot is certainly 
°Ibld.,  ' *   •   • 
10'. arinello,   pp.   80,   78,   '/.'• 
1-1Jbi'... ,   p.   81. 
-^I'uici. ,   p.   30. 
hi 
not  like  God  when  he  prefers  the   goats  to  the   sheer..   ^    Alco 
never Vladimir quotes the Bible, he is not quite sure if 
is  recalling correctly.       '..     Ible  is what VI new 
in the past;   Go ot may be  soiceth:'       like the  3hristian Go  , 
. iat God,  like the  Bible,  is  something  in VI    i ir's 
st.     Lucky's tirade  reiterates  that  this God with a white 
longed to the era of the  "personal"  JO , to eight- 
eenth cent  ry Deism,  also gone.     Godot cannot be God;   he is 
ot—somethin    undefined—for whom we wait. 
h    tree has  traditionally been a  symbol in Christian 
ology   -'or the Cross,   but that VIJ    imir and  Estra on re- 
ize   bhis  seems unfounded,  especii lly when  Bstragon is  so 
unaware of the tree that he must   - v     Vladimir point out to 
that  it  has  chanced. 
71   .i lir:    Look  at it. 
Jhey look at the tree, 
stra  oni    I  see nothinj . 
Vladimir:      lut yesterday evenin       C was 
11 black    • re.     An    now 
• t' r     '    ■ ■■ •  -   1 ?: '■"• '■' • 
on:     Leaves?" 
,fter their : 1   a  pointment  for the second  time oust before 
the end of tteplay,  Vladimir says, "Everything's dead   but 
If 71 dimir    nd Estragon are spiritually alixe, tree." 
13-3eckett, p.  33.    See Matthew 25'    32-33- 
l^Ibld..  p.  ^2. 
1?Ibid.,  p.   59- 
h2 
a    r.   • nrinollo says,  they certainly ao not realize it. 
Lair,   feeling his ovn ..eu.;ness w:' thin,  points to  tb 
tree,  alive and  in contrast to him.     It is nature, with its 
own plan,  completely indifferent  to man.     Earlier in the 
play Vladimir gave his opinion about the ability of nat re 
to  save. 
Bstragon:    We should  turn  resolutely 
towards nature. 
Vladimir:     Je've-jtrie    that. 
.strut on:     "rue. 
Che suggestion here is that the   lomantics    id no1      ire the 
nswer either;   nature  canned saVe man  and  the  tree   Sta 
■c-r proof  of  that in this   p3   y. 
71 dimiri     QuickJ     hehie I     tree . 
c   • -  this   tree Will not 
.: ve  been  the   sli   W    st use 
to us.1? 
It seons  clear enough  that  the   tree  is not   th. ns of  sal- 
vation for Vladimir   *    Bstragon.     If they  recognize it as 
Cross,  then obviously they negate the valve of  the Cross- 
..   c ly Lt will not have been the slightest use to th    . 
...tree,  in this void,  a  idst  the  chaos    -    .   iritual de    - 
,  of      ,,  is nature with her order,  unaffected   by, and 
j .  i    '.:• nt  to nan. 
I6Ibid.,   p.   *H. 
17Ibid.,   PP. »*7-W 
^3 
Mr.  Karinello's conclusion is absolutely v on 
evidence in the play,    Ehere is no indication that Godot will 
ever cone  in the form of Christ.     In fact,   since  the  move- 
. of  th<   play is circular,  a  guess  t . is- 
Lntment will be r        be    en 1 SJ ly,  like 71    Li ir's 
son;:,   is    ere   n     ply founded  on evidence,     ^ince  I feel th t 
imir's  c  nversation Jhristian terms is conversation 
st,  t is  tree could not be the Cross and Godot 
could  not  be   rod,   belonging as th to a no longer 
viable myt L. 
Starting fro]   an i entical position, that Godot-God, 
:h    wick reaches a conclusion contr dieting I   rinello's. 
writes th t Godot "so BIS...to profoundly Anti- 
Christian play telling,  allegorically,   the  story of      n ind 
eternally waitinc Tor      merciful God  to brin    si    ■       on,  but 
raiting  in vain  since God is a malevolent and  J«st ty- 
■    t...callously  Ln   Lff rent to t i   f ti   of  bis creatures. 
, on c .    , B] i,   mter ret< tlon of Godot's being Go< , 
Pozzo's being Godot, and therefore, God w s made e rlier 
•     t .    p per.      ,..       Lck's Anti-Christian conclusion is un- 
fou a  sa   .   basic  reason that ..arinello's is,   i.e., 
b  Godot is not  the  3hristian God. 
In contrast to Chadwich   an    Karinello,   Eva  Metman 
,18 
13, hadvick,   "-/aitinr for i)ouot:  A Logical Approach,' 
Symposium.XIV,   (..inter,  I960),  257 
i 
Il4 
oes not make an unequivocable  statement about Godot's be- 
.■ or    gainst the Christj  .     yth.    Sh t at 
"    ckett points t<   the sterilit;   of a ccr.sci.o\.c:.csv  th t 
octs and waits Cor the old activj      of        son     i ."1? 
■..■ . lS     i t    i    ot  ■ s sii : .• r be   ;   s Old r< st 
not only because or th     i Lite   >«   r   ,  but becaui irr - 
Lly  prefers one  boy messenger over th    ot     .',   similar 
to   tod's irr« bj  n 1 treati ent of Sain and Abel, that 
nis  .doim lng'  is a cynical cc       .t   a        ' Lon 
state.20    Like the  overs,   I feel Kiss ) et is    r.   .   in 
assuming that Oo;iot is   : .    old   -cc   or    ods. UM 
,      ol    ;] nsti - God in havin,       white bear ,  b t it 
,  nointe.i  out  that he is also different;   he is  sc     t dng 
n  t   Lids upon past experience;   even    ]     san myth re- 
ins  i adows of the Christian.     In somewhat similar fashion, 
thii   new  'rough beast-  Bust have  semblances  to the  s.viour 
or past myth.     * I b*ve £  i       irli«,  I do not believ     ;hat 
ieckett is  presenting any statement about what ought   be    », 
t  rather what is.    Conseqi ntly,  Beckett does no, say one 
:,    * not to wait   'or Godot.    So,     aay point to the fact thai 
c      .t        s, Stod^QOiao^.    ThiswouK   see,  to suggest 
,      ,      .,       Lsiswhatm^   ht save   n     I   i       n      *tr      n- 




one reads  carefully,  be   ilscovers  th t   11 dimir an    Bstr 
een other pL ccs. 
Estragont     Do you r oy I  t .rev/ 
myself int Rhone? 
71adimirt     be were     ri larvesti . '. -1 
11  later '■"     ' itions a   ot   sr plac< deke      rapes. 
Vladimir*     All the same,   you can't tell 
th t thJ s   (   ■ sture)  bears 
res      1   ice to.. .the bacon 
countr; ..'• r exai p Le.... 
..    were  there  •  Pic  in      r    ::.... 
have  been places,  but tc   .. on it's  all been th 
: muck heap. 
Estragoni Recognize! .bi t is there to 
recognize? All my lousy liJ 
I've crawled about In tl ! 
...Look  at this muckheapJ     I've 
:.: •/■: r stirred fro    '   '-3 
oi rri  s the muck heap within, so he t no natter 
■      .      oes,  it  :. same.       an needs  so 
d   action to define  ; n      ive i eand !©• 
On  this point,   bl      failure of bui ction, rth 
.     .,...• .    ;     t use! SSJ -ss of   b the 
con; nt pointlessness of action is a  recurrent theme in 
22 
21Beckett, p. 32 • 
22Ibld.. PP. 39J*0- 
23ibid., p. 39. 
>f6 
jeckett's work.21*   Wellwarth is   perb ps the most at of 
:■    .. o see halting :or Godot  and  Beckett's work in gener- 
1    as completely        ativ pessimistic.     ..-   writes that 
-.-. t    Q ot i      s up  to is a i       "  ism deeper than a ly  ever ex- 
s ,     in word!        'o: ■     ■■  ■   -;cc in    sckett 
;..• ,ns 0f a Christian )     >r ach     .  . I as of cc.     . . Lon are 
ly refusing   to see what is   tlicre."2?    rfellwarth sug- 
,;,;   that   the  tree is n.:Varo   -.r. :. ^ c c;ci^   :.:■- 
only  thing  in the  play th  t     • Lshes one perio.     T 
.,.    r>26      ime c. i     n s not iini   to :':, dimir   n 
istragon in this endless void.     It ifficult to see 
in twentl        o   rt ry to be o   a   Li     a about,  so 
,      that in presenti      tve    I   6    c. t .- -    e 
is,  Beckett would   - "    t< M. ck picture.       i    when 
] .warth says  that . eckett holds out no hope to Lty, I 
Lsagree.    pessi   Lsi     •   :  not  preclude th      res-   ce i : hope- 
•   •      nd Estragoa.    Beckett presents in     ■ 
man's inability to cease hoping even in b Lorn     -    1- 
...    ,     state in which  He  finds  himself.    after ths  periods  or 
spalr ,hen oodot does not ccnae,  an,    1st *■■      sts sui- 
2kn  «,.„« n     iftiiwarth    "Iilfe   in the Voidi     Samuel 
eckett?'  ',v^^L £; :i- EttZ »■**.  *XX CAutumn, 
1969),  27. 
2?r:?iC.,  pp.  32,  33. 
26ibid..  p.  29. 
h7 
cide,  hope dispels utter despair so that lecide zo 
wait until tonorrow.     Vladimir and hstraron arc not cour- 
oous  or heroic  if   fchey wait   Ice   .so  they  hope,   r, 
s  to have no control over hope—it is there wit   Ln him, 
though   'deferred'   at ... is   tru     of all , 
true  oi.'  Beckett.     He cannot  state iv  1 r that 
ot -■-'' 11  or   . :       not oo: .e. 
,.ccoroii.;:   to Catherine  duj.hes,  i.ian  is  a  vie,:     a?   :.:'..: 
27 ess to hope. Ls,   .   e  soys,   is    i rt of   Jeckett'S 
message  in Waiting for fcj   the   ather is   Jhat    an is a 
victim of God and "fate."28    1 rs.    Eughes s is a vic- 
•;;-.:•  of  hi9 willingness to dope,    ..    ;-   b what Via   '.     '    -- 
on present is hope as part of man's con -,  not 
present because  of  his volition. 
In  contrast  to   .;ell'.;arth w ::     -'-   ■■'-". critics vho 
feel that dodpt is not oo        t« gative.    At the bottom 
• ...   t   they   gay   is   th t nan  doeg  have  himself  an    otaer 
.:   t) is is    11 h        s,     ..    it 'is or  . ie  all 
he needs• 
tichard   'rancis writes that    eckett says  'perhaps,' 
which is better 'no,'  i        ;hat    la  imir an      :;traEon 
o move  from their self-centered preoccupation to an Awareness 
^Catherine    ...    IM,   "      ;        *     .       j*     ..   J     c     Llfe'M 
e  Catholic World,   CLXXXXV  (June,   19o2),   16M-. 
'Ibid. 
of other beings.   '    In  sa: ' lat 71a. :'.■ ir Estragon be- 
come aware of other        ,   Francis is referrj      '■    he episode 
.ct IT,  which is an utter farce.    Everyone  'falls'; 
iir     id  Estragon fall when tryii     to assist Pozzo and 
Luc';' who have  fallen.     It is made obvious that  their Tall 
iS to  be   taken  symbolically.    As far as   Q     Lmii     nd Estn - 
'::       .uine human compassion and awareness of other's 
needs is concerned,  it  just  simply is not true.     '!':■   imir ac- 
knowledges the  cries for help sayii     that at this ti  e, at 
s place,  they are all mankind.™     But,   he continues to 
philosophize rather than actin    on   n at '. s  said, 
;ragon would not help at all for humanity's sa     ,       i >ite 
what \Tladimir has  said.     He is  interested in reward. 
Pozzo: HelpJ     I'll pay you.1 
strj   en: How . uch? 
Pozzo: One hi        francsJ 
Estragoni It's not enough.-*-1 
Furthermore,  Vladimir later negates his  humanitarian in- 
stincts, calling Pozzo and Lucky's  plight a   iiversion. 
Vladimiri     We wait.    We are  bored  
A diversion comes along 
...:.    what do we do?    We let 
it go to waste.3* 
29ldchard Lee Francis,   " ec  ett's *
e|a?^|*SalJf gl" 
comedy," Ljodern 2rajS&,   VI11   (December,  1965),  26?,  2oh. 
3°Beckett, p.  5L« 
31Ibid.,   p.   52. 
-,2Ibid. 
**9 
Along with ?rancis, Kenneth Rexroth thinks    2<|o£ is 
rj    mce or man's communion i ,  but he c r: Lt a 
irther  s yinj   that  "only      a  if   Loyal, '■    , 
•o.     Only m n  loves.     Zeus thunders pty  sky. 
r ore, he Si . lay illustr >cept 
. rid for ourselves,   "the comra     shj ... in wor]  
y  ;..   wa Ltj   . ,    re       ve   LJ '    i i 'ficient     '     i ..     -- 
tisf action."^    If coml      ship is e:   u        or  them, why do 
Lmir    ..       str  gonwait  for Godott    I    o not know who or 
orts  his  statement th t ...      is   .oyal,  i        ,   brave, 
..-.    l0vin  .     Tladimir Ei:tr      ::    - ■■■--■"■■■-■    ■     • 
a  strong  rope of  fear—man's  Tear of       Lng   klone.     It is 
.  chaotic worlh off-t;t:-;;c,   .' r.oi.:ict  irrational vio- 
.   f    nd  -   m.     on  st. ge it   Li Lserable void,  and 
n    ■   ;■.:• an<    Sstragon stay   . r, n        BC  xse of lev  , 
,       ,.  g       ach  is all the  other has,    , I     11 hi   ™Z±Ji- 
ir companionship is ironic-they re lly offer each other 
no  s  ceor;   they talk,   t irt alone,   t hysically 
r. 
„33 
Bstr .   on: 
ria  imirs 
on: 
(ft    Ly).    Help rael 
It hurts? . .     •___,. 
( n ;rily).  hurts!     le w nts  t 
it hurts! 
33Kennoth Rexroth, "The 
Nation.   (April l*t,   1956),  p.   : •   • 
Point  is  Irrelevance," ± he 
3^3   ■   . 
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Vladimir:     (angrily).     No one ever suffers but 
you....I'd like  to hear what you'd 
say if you had what I have. 
Estragon:     It hurts? 35 
Vladimir:     (angrily).     He wants to know if it hurts! 
They simply echo each other here.    Vladimir repeats the words 
Estragon used  in the  beginning and neither one does anything 
for the other,   except to be  there,   as an echo chamber.     They 
realize themselves  that their relationship is  one of love- 
hate when they talk of separating.     Certainly the waiting 
has not given Vladimir and Estragon sufficient satisfaction; 
in fact,   they do not  just wait;   they are waiting for  some- 
thing because life  has offered no  satisfaction.     There  is a 
void within which nothing has been able to fill.     Perhaps if 
Vladimir and Estragon were evidence of man's ability to love, 
as  Rexroth believes,   they would have no need to wait for 
Godot. 
Charles McCoy agrees with Rexroth in feeling that the 
play perhaps indicates that the only God man will find is 
within himself and other men.  Bat his conclusion is that 
Vladimir and Estragon have not realized this so that he con- 
tradicts Rexroth.  McCoy has appraised Godot from a biblical 
standpoint, and he believes that Godot has come, that it is 
Vladimir and Estragon who have failed to keep the appointment 
by being insensitive and loveless, expecting not to serve, 
^Beckett, p. 7> 
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but to be  served.36    The Bible  provides MoCoy ^^ ^  ^ 
gestion that God  has come  in the   'least  of these,'   Pozzo, 
Lucky,   Vladimir,   and Estragon,   in Godot?7    Han  cannot love 
man.     That maxim of the Christian nyth—that man love-has 
also failed.     It   is the failure of myth that we   see   in the 
play.     Vladimir and Estragon,   Pozzo and Lucky are  eviaences 
that man cannot   love man;   that man is interested   in   self 
only;   that  man  is  cruel.     To impose on Vladimir and  Lstragon, 
as I'cCoy does when he  says Godot has cone,   edicts of the 
Christian myth is  to miss  the  obvious references to this 
myth as  remembrance of  things  past,  and  thereby to impose 
on them non-existent maxims.     Vladimir and Estragon wait 
for  something new because  the  old  has failed,   or more cor- 
rectly,   because   they have  failed the old,   perhaps  because 
its maxims were not possible for them to keep,   being men. 
According to Kenneth Hamilton,  if Vladimir and Estragon 
38 
36 
Charles McCoy, "Waiting for Godot;  A Biblical 
Appraisal," Florida Review. No. 2 (Spring, 1958), 71. 
37Katthew 2 5: ^0. 
38 
One is reminded of Dr. I'oreau (H. G. '..'ells, The Island 
of Dr. koreau) who made laws impossible for his imperfect 
beast people to keep without constant restraint, causing them 
constant frustration and suffering.  Man found himself in a 
similar situation under the dictates of the Christian myth. 
The most important dictum was to love.  This was the corner- 
stone of the Christian myth, and since it has crumbled, the 
whole, built around it, of necessity has crumbled also. 
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looked  within,   they would   find not God,  but th Lves.-" 
He says their waiting is a mistake;  that to wait for some- 
•:. •  outsj   c   th    selves keeps them from  the  realization 
t   self-suffici  ncy   •;   all that matters.™    I think Mr. 
ilton is expecting from Vladimir and Estra    a what 
3eckett seems to be sayia g Is si '        .'       an.    Thou \ 
Lmir and Estra   on    o not really care  for each other, 
they  :    -     stuck together for sixty years  bee can- 
not  separate.     Tan's relationships arc   >as«    on needs of 
self,   an    when  others  supply or do not supply  satisfaction 
for these needs,   the results ar e, a vacillation 
n love  and  h te.     Clearly man cannot be self-suffi- 
cient.    Ac requires the  company  of other men <£s Pozzo points 
out—he cannot  go for long without the society of his likes 
cv ,   ironically,   he   finds no  satisfying; contact 
Psychically7 and even beyond this, or     yhe because of this, 
man needs somet   I -one to    r    I '■    hie needs. 
Oppose:   tc    .     :.   t   .-.   is   :ihii  -       :-   who sec: s close  to 
. xroth,   though not  so  c tiistic.    Bh«   writes that 
•« eckett's ch racters ^ladimir and Estragqn7.• -glorify... 
all-surpassing power of human tenderness, which.-.turns 
out...to bo th - ■'- -s forlorness." " 
39Kenneth Hamilton, "Negative Ration in Samuel 




Vith Kern,  "   t ■    it: Lpped  Tor Inaction:    geckett's 
-Yale French Studies, XVIII (Winter, 19^-1955), W- 
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is been  said  about Vladimir and Estragon's relation- 
■   .      Jhough   Vladimir docs fee     Istra  on,     oes cover bJ 
once with his coat,   these inst    ..-■ ten ernes!   i r    not 
to outwei  h  tJ       "•' in  the play that 
,-  dimir an<    Eistri gon    o net really sup  ly each ot]   r    ith 
love or coi |   ssion.      lach is concer - his own hurts. 
T thlx]        ^ wh t      -pens to the reader or viewer of the 
ls  .;:,. b has ,   to Miss Kern, i.e.,  the tender- 
ss she thinks exist. b« ? 'i    : -    -   -      '    
: 
pro: iction of the compi ssion,  the tenderness, si 
tie    in their situation. 
ina ly, wr: tin    for   ;hose          He pi y i •   ■     n- 
istic  terms is Alec Reid  who   states   that VI.- 
.     n.    sit    -ion is   lifferent from nihilism because they 
cannot   say there is no Godot,  no nope, no purpose;   ,^Y 
,   .not be so positive about anything.1*     -    conclu    t 
. see in c^ot not intellectual nihilism,  but profound 
humanity."^    It is true that H   imir    nd  Estragon cannot 
a .   that there  is no Godot,      i    hope  se as  t< rt of 
then, whether they wish it or not,  but it seems th t   ;hey 
■    lize there is no  purpose to their live,  when "nothing 
to be done '<  sounds  throughout the dram  .    The only thing 
re certain of  is  their  decision  to wait  for Godot; 
^Alechcid,   -     i        ■    .        *»**       °£ 
._dldurvcv,   II   (October,   19o2),   L- 
h* Ibid.,   p.  137. 
^ 
Ls is  the  only purpose th .    have at  the mo     it, ley 
contemplate  suicide after each disappoint   snt.    Mr.   Reid 
es not  s ;- what  ' supports his fe .   it vi 
see  'profound  hu       ity,1   whatever  th  t is. 
.    ;•.-,        lSh   ore c     bin   s   fellwarth'i   negatiV(   vj   «     Lth 
.   •   ij .-..-     ;     ore optimistic opinion that   ■'.     '     - 
:str       . cannot  s .    bJ   re is   10 hope. states t   to ot 
•r,   .    ,-..•■ ,   •... -  -.:   ■:<       . ■   ■ ■     re J       rfioJ   at to 
account   /   -     LI Godot mj :ht be. ishmore  thinks t   me 
tree as nature r.:ay bo all  that counts?  nature 
loaf, while :       with all his knowledge .. s  found ironi- 
cally  that all  his as not removed destruction and 
nce>5    Finally,  he writes  that  though    eel   it1 
destroyed all the  ol«   forms,  i.e.,   traditions, deception, 
■   s, moral codes,  leavj in   way for the building of 
w ones,  a menace lurks in tl a backgroun. . 
...;   -    l0t   .e compo!        y  th    exercise of volition,  nor 
sources of ni    ,    ut  rather vb ot arrives.1*6 
. die KcCoy used Vladimir's line,  "Bv  ■■. Ls dead 
but the  tree,"   to support his state           t   Tl     '-    Lr 
istragon were  blin    t(      MI   tree,   the Cross,  as source of 
life,    in    were consequentl        i    , ke   tore     ses it to t        rt 
^Jerome Ashmore,  "Philosophical   .spects of s-ocot," 
Symposium. XVI   (Winter,  1962),  300. 
^Ibid..   p. 
"bid.,   pp.  301,   301!-. 
/; 
Ls  statement that nature li               "..           ucer; . .-   pro- 
ced nothing.     Phis is a valid  inter retation, but it   Loe s 
.      -        •     t      signifio   .OG of  thi    r ilure of the tree to 
: •.     nd Estragon fro    w 3     ay be 
tiL     'orces.     As imoi s ex   Licit his opinioi      iat 
t  st n< s   'or wh t will save i        To     ;h«   failure of know- 
f   .    th, soci   by,     ut he does not  limit Godot to 
■     of a transcendental       Lng, -rotation 
:     iv     : odot a  positive v  li    .    Gene"     rj       t     t ashi   re 
writ s when Godot arrives.  h€  in    :   i     •  ■■ ?« stlon is 
,0._ .,,,      -.       ,ot    .-.;. or -.rill not  c:;r.e,   but only when. 
assumption that   lodot  will come  is invalid;  therefore,  if 
.        •;; C;i  t-nt on him,  and his coming is uncertain,  the 
•or man is uncertaJ   .        - ' reservation 
lurklng  m   bhe  b ckground is not only that      -  BI ny- 
without Godot,  but that Godot    a;   aot come. 
. ££Lng f2E Godot c in  support nost of  t i     i Itic. 1 ta- 
lon,    iscussed  above.     The  .     ' - -     i       ort is 
,  fchose whc   ^rsist   •;:  inter       :i        'odot as God, and 
who consequently  find the  play a stat * Tor or 
Lnst C tristianity.    Jerome   ..     Bre .rote that Beckett is 
not try* « to reform,       Lc     Li   si ilar tc    . '-   ■ that 
iting .^or Godot present!   not what ■      >,  »»t what   Ls. 
Beckett hi a     •   ■    ited a  slice of zhe  psychic  lire of 
+7 
^Ibid.,   p.   302. 
I 
% 
twentieth century ma  .    Man is lost;  he i:-: in      :     ir, 
cause nothing   h s   filli ie void  that t .'.lure of all 
Ls endeavors an    myth have left.    Science tried to replace 
myth,   •        philosophy lent its aid.    Economics became a demi- 
o  ,   -.estroying creative forces alon    with . v   .ues. 
sspite all efforts,  J   c       '. -■     to care  for one another, 
:  . finds himself on a    ar    ' in,  pining for some I lir 
or someone to savi   him.     -'.     .    .. s, hi! in 
hie ir,  is hone,  :. . o    he cannot r."       '   self of. 
Jung  sai    once that -' all times "have been shot 
h with religious feelings."        I thin    Waiting ,,lgr 
Godot  if     D  exemplum for this st  b     >nt.      ' Lr 3s- 
traeon illustrate that V  century s a need  for 
t .inn outsj   e  self or hu       Lt  .     Men of ..cetera civili- 
z   bion,  after the ' ■ tian '-■> 
t ;    pt« rep] ice      •    ,   f  113 i    utt  rl: . 
re  res   its the  so:       .' r w   Lcl       D     ist w it  bee use 
is s    Lrit, in air, r    uires it. 
In commenting  on critical iretations of   footing 
for Godot,   I have attempted  to  show   .hat  v..       Lr and   Es- 
tr      .. act within the  ShristJ id pagan m; ...is.    I hoped 
to show that Godot,  for whom they wait,  must of necessity 
one new—not  the Christian God,   nor       p    ;an    Od, 
^C. a. Jung, Hod em Kan in Search of a Soul (Hew York, 
1933)} P» l
1^- SGG Chapter one, footnote fourt ..., for XULX 
quotation. 
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for these myths       lone to th<   •   st in   b Lstory of irfes- 
.■. civilization. 
early all critics agree that Vladimir an     .. .•    en 
are  representatives or twentieth centur; , 
BC3 ett presents in Godot the failure of all knowl to 
c ' any   telp to       i's con ition. 
Pozzo and   Luc]:;- arc more  puzz   '        bhaJ     riadimir and 
;r gon, I be   '  ve it    bsolutely  Lmpossible to re ace 
bo one  i       rpretation.     It is possible to see Fozzo 
lymbol ror economics and Lucky as a symbol or philo- 
sophy and art.     I have atti show that,       s<     on 
these interpretations,   they  sta ■        the reasons 
.   fini z         self  " >id        -in. 
It se    s clear t     t   •: '. '_.   2£ i-o.apt is 
: : rate      rtn ;•• 1 of bh<      ychic condition c :  .... 
cent  r; . sause VI     li Lr 1st .   on   'v ste 
,'   lespite  strides in scici.ec,  a s   Lte     11 kin s 
of philosophic  thought,   it is obvious th       lav iee 
which these things   lave failed to satisfy.    I 
>,    Junj   expostulates in Modjjrn. Kan.   ,. -. ,-rcii 
of a Soul,    tfhy ma i has      nee I for r 
..,.-. nsw red  in      rt t>:   r .   Lmir's answer to ~s- 
tragon's question ] Lrst act of uo^ot. 
■  th/ z what  the thief w  s ..  from was : eath.     Surely 
the myths of    an have    tt    pted  t    ex  lain    e  th,  an    to 
alleviate thereby man's fear of non-bei    . Is, and 
has always felt the need   for  si       1       rishable bliss.     Ob- 
viously  science,   philosophy,   have   failei    to  fill   I iii   need. 
. ■•     faile    also to ^ivc meaning to life:  they have 
men better. 
ttl   -.. Ar-icld saw in  his ■ s of the 
of  3hristian myth,  Just as h    si i     ■     toe] is  Ln his 
....... th Lnningi       ' end  of '-re.       . . ..     It was 
vitable   that a play like ^/,\_ £ov Ga.ct would have 
« written in the twentieth   s '. . > ;ands a 
:. after Arnold; the plain is not growin lark; it 
., -„-. , re waiti. : 'or Godot, or night to fall," 
Vlr   •   Lrst   tes.     ^or  ;:     Lmiran.. ,: -,    '- 
 hoonlystan,     -    *ait« echoes in the horror of a 
:-^:,-'. Ln^heycanserv    and 
serve.'   by. 
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